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Best Performing Companies

ARAB BANK PLC
ARAB FINANCIAL INVEST CO
EL-ZAY READY WEAR MANUF CO
ZARA INVESTMENTS
AL AMAL FINANCIAL INVESTMENT
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Top Traded Companies by Value (JOD)
UNION INVESTMENT CORP
ARAB BANK PLC
ARAB FINANCIAL INVEST CO
CAPITAL BANK OF JORDAN
UNION LAND DEVELOPMENT CORP
* Source: Bloomberg
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ARAB BANK PLC
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UNION TOBACCO & CIGARETTE
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Macroeconomic & Corporate News
King to hold summit with Russia’s Putin Thursday
His Majesty King Abdullah on Thursday is scheduled to hold a summit meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin, during a
working visit to Moscow. Discussion will focus on relations between both countries and the latest regional and international
developments, especially the Syrian crisis, the peace process and the war on terrorism, according to a Royal Court statement.Jordan
has partnered with Russia and the US in creating and successfully sustaining a de-escalation zone in south Syria.Meanwhile, the Royal
Court announced that King Abdullah will meet on Wednesday with US State Secretary Rex Tillerson.Tillerson is expected in Amman,
as part of a regional tour that will also take him to Turkey, Lebanon, Egypt and Kuwait between February 11–16, a US embassy
statement said.

Jordan to go ahead with Red-Dead project ‘regardless of Israeli position’
Jordan is committed to implementing the Red Sea-Dead Sea Water Conveyance Project despite repeated Israeli signals that it was
withdrawing from the regional scheme, a source said on Sunday."It is clear that Israel is no longer interested in the Red-Dead Project
given repeated news reports casting doubt on its necessity, feasibility and agenda," the source, who spoke on the condition of
anonymity, told The Jordan Times.The official warned that Israel's frequently suggested withdrawal from the project and deliberate
creation of stumbling blocks to hold the project back can "only hurt regional stability"."We are ready to press ahead with the project,
but Israel has been repeatedly hindering it for some time, now and this is disrupting regional cooperation and undermining the
slightest chances for peace in the Middle East," the source noted.

SSC, Hajj Fund sign agreements on loan instalments
The Social Security Corporation (SSC) on Sunday signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Hajj Fund to facilitate
payments of loan instalments taken from the fund by SSC’s subscribers, according to an SSC statement.
The MoU entails payment of the monthly instalments through a deduction from the beneficiaries’ retirement salary to save time and
effort. The corporation will deduct from the beneficiaries’ salaries only upon an official letter issued by the retiree.The SSC
employees can also benefit from the fund’s loans and services, according to the memo. Awqaf Minister Wael Arabiyat said that this
memo “paves the way for a comprehensive coordination between the fund and SSC, which benefits the retirees in legal framework”.
* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer
Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or
fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.
The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not offered as
tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this publication may be
displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit, distribute, disseminate, sell,
publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the expressed written consent of Awraq
Investments.
Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or
material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals before
acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at your own risk.
Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that
maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

